In this paper, we provide a finitely terminated yet efficient approach to compute the Euclidean projection onto the ordered weighted ℓ 1 (OWL1) norm ball. In particular, an efficient semismooth Newton method is proposed for solving the dual of a reformulation of the original projection problem. Global and local quadratic convergence results, as well as the finite termination property, of the algorithm are proved. Numerical comparisons with the two best-known methods demonstrate the efficiency of our method. In addition, we derive the generalized Jacobian of the studied projector which, we believe, is crucial for the future designing of fast second order nonsmooth methods for solving general OWL1 norm constrained problems.
Introduction
Given a nonzero vector λ ∈ ℜ n satisfying λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ n ≥ 0, the ordered weighted ℓ 1 (OWL1) norm κ λ is defined as
where |x| ∈ ℜ n denotes the vector whose ith entry is |x i | and for any given vector z ∈ ℜ n , z ↓ denotes the vector of entries of z being arranged in the non-increasing order z ↓ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ z ↓ n . Note that both the ℓ 1 norm and the ℓ ∞ norm can be obtained from κ λ via choosing different weighted vector λ. Given τ > 0, define the τ level-set of κ λ as ∆ τ := {x ∈ ℜ n | κ λ (x) ≤ τ }. In this paper, we focus on the problem of projecting a vector b onto ∆ λ , i.e., solving the following optimization problem:
Obviously, if κ λ (b) ≤ τ , we have trivially that Π ∆τ (b) = b. To avoid this special case, throughout this paper, we make the blank assumption that κ λ (b) > τ .
Recently, the OWL1 norm function κ λ receives significant academic attention in both optimization and statistical communities. Coined as the weighted Ky Fan norm function, κ λ first appeared in the optimization literature [40] in which κ λ is proved to be a norm function. The authors also emphasized the important roles played by the class of Ky Fan norm functions in matrix optimization problems. Later, as a generalization of the octagonal shrinkage and clustering algorithm for regression (OSCAR) regularizer, the OWL1 norm was studied as a group sparsity promoted regularizer in [43] . Meanwhile, an OWL1 norm regularized least squares model, termed as the sorted L-one penalized estimation (SLOPE), was proposed in [5] . The authors showed that the SLOPE estimator enjoys nice statistical properties. In particular, it has a controllable false discovery rate, a measure of type-I error for multiple testing. Recently, Su et al. in [36] further argued that under certain mild assumptions, the SLOPE estimator achieves asymptotic minimaxity over large sparsity classes for Gaussian designs. Hence, as a fundamental subroutine for solving the OWL1 norm constrained estimator which is a provable statistically well-behaved estimator, the computation of the projector Π ∆τ in (1) deserves more research efforts.
As an important regularizer, the computation of the proximal mapping of κ λ , defined as follows
was studied in [43, 5, 44] . These studies revealed that the computation of Prox κ λ can be reduced to the Euclidean projection problem over the monotone nonnegative cone 1 and can be efficiently solved by the famous pool adjacent violators algorithm (PAVA) [16, 2, 3] . With this effective subroutine, the accelerated proximal gradient method [24] was used to solve the SLOPE model in [5] . Recently, the computational efficiency for the SLOPE model, especially for large-scale difficult problems, was greatly enhanced by Luo et al. [21] in which the authors carefully exploited the special low-rank and sparsity structures in the generalized Jacobian of Prox κ λ and designed a highly efficient sparse semismooth Newton based augmented Lagrangian method. Unlike the proximal mapping Prox κ λ , the Euclidean projector Π ∆τ is less understood. In fact, given the discussions in the literature of classic level-set methods [1] , one could argue that the computations of Prox κ λ and Π ∆τ are mathematically equivalent. However, as far as we know, there is no closed-form expression in the literature to explicitly characterize this equivalence. Nevertheless, this equivalence can be used to design algorithms to compute Π ∆τ from Prox κ λ . For example, in [44] , the authors advocated a root-finding iterative scheme based on the equivalence. Later, Davis in [9] noticed that the root-finding scheme can not obtain Π ∆τ in a finite number of steps and proposed a finitely terminated approach for computing the projector. Partitioning non-decreasing entries of the preprocessed inputs into groups, Davis' approach conducts a series of tests, and partial sortings and averagings. However, as shown in Section 5, it can be time-consuming in solving high dimensional problems. We also note that neither [44] and [9] studied the generalized Jacobian of Π ∆τ , which can be essential for the algorithmic design for solving general OWL1 norm constrained optimization problems as demonstrated in [19, 18, 21, 20, 42] .
In this paper, we aim to design a finitely terminated yet efficient algorithm for large-scale projection problem (1) . Our proposed algorithm starts with an observation that problem (1) can be reduced to the problem of finding the projector onto the intersection of the monotone nonnegative cone and an affine subspace. Building upon the HS-Jacobian [13, 18] of the projector onto the monotone nonnegative cone, we are able to design an efficient semismooth Newton (Ssn) method to solve the dual of the reduced problem. The global and local quadratic convergence results, as well as the finite termination properties, of the Ssn are provided. Numerical experiments demonstrate that our algorithm is faster than the root-finding approach and outperforms Davis' approach by a large margin. In addition to these, we conduct a careful first order variational analysis on Π ∆τ and construct its generalized Jacobian which lays the foundation for the subsequent designing of second order nonsmooth methods for solving general OWL1 norm constrained problems.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. In the next section, we review some definitions and results which will be used later for designing and analyzing our algorithm. In Section 3, we recast the original problem as the problem of projecting onto the intersection of the monotone nonnegative cone and the affine subspace and derive the dual of the reformulated problem. Then, a semismooth Newton method is proposed for this dual problem. Theoretical convergence results, as well as the finite termination property, of our algorithm are also provided in this section. Section 4 is dedicated to the generalized Jacobian of Π ∆τ . In Section 5, we conduct numerical experiments to evaluate the performance of our algorithms against the root-finding and Davis' approaches. We conclude our paper in the last section.
Before moving to the next section, we list here some notation to be used later in this paper. For any given vector y ∈ ℜ n , we use Diag(y) to denote the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element is y i , and e n is used to denote vectors of all ones in ℜ n . We denote by O n and I n the n × n zero matrix and identity matrix, respectively. For any given matrix A ∈ ℜ m×n , we denote by Null(A) the null space of A.
Preliminaries
We briefly recall in this section some basic definitions and results associated with the set-valued mappings and the semismoothness of vector-valued functions.
Let K : ℜ n ⇒ ℜ n be a set-valued mapping. The domain of K, denoted dom K, is the set dom K ≡ {x ∈ ℜ n | K(x) = ∅}. The set-valued mapping K is said to be nonempty valued at a given point p if p ∈ dom K. We also recall the following definitions associated with K. 
where Ω F := {x ∈ ℜ n | F is differentialbe at x} and define the Clarke generalized Jacobian of F at point x as
i.e., the convex hull of ∂ B F (x).
By [12, Propositions 7.1.4 and 7.4.11] , we see that both the Clarke generalized Jacoiban ∂F and the B-subdifferntial ∂ B F are nonempty and compact valued, upper-semicontinuous set-valued mappings.
Inspired by the definitions given in [23, 17, 30, 39] , we can state the following definition of semismooth functions with respect to any given nonempty and compact valued, upper-semicontinuous set-valued mapping. In fact, this definition has been used in recent papers for solving various high-dimensional statistical optimization problems [19, 20, 42] . F is said to be semismooth at x ∈ O with respect to the multifunction K if F is directionally differentiable at x and for any V ∈ K(x + ∆x) with ∆x → 0,
Let γ be a positive constant. F is said to be γ-order (strongly, if γ = 1) semismooth at x with respect to K if F is directionally differentiable at x and for any V ∈ K(x + ∆x) with ∆x → 0,
F is said to be a semismooth (respectively, γ-order semismooth, strongly semismooth) function on O with respect to K if it is semismooth (respectively, γ-order semismooth, strongly semismooth) everywhere in O with respect to K.
Semismooth functions and the corresponding algorithms have been extensively studied and used in the nonsmooth optimization/equation community. Indeed, it is well known that continuous piecewise affine functions and twice continuously differentiable functions are all strongly semismooth everywhere. We refer readers to [12] for more examples of semismooth functions. The following second order limit result is in fact an extension of [28, Theorem 2.1] and has been proved and used in [19] . We will also use it to prove the convergence of our algorithm. Proposition 1. Let θ : Ω → ℜ be a continuously differentiable function and its gradient ∇θ : Ω → ℜ n is locally Lipschitz on the open set Ω. If ∇θ is semismooth at a point x ∈ Ω with respect to a nonempty, compact valued and upper-semicontinuous multifunction K : Ω ⇒ S n , then for any
3 A dual semismooth Newton algorithm for solving (1) In this section, by some well-known reduction techniques, we are able to represent the OWL1 norm constraint in a more explicit form and to transform the original problem (1) into a handy reformulation. Then, we propose a semismooth Newton method to efficiently solve the reformulated projection problem.
A reformulation of problem (1)
We focus first on the reformulation of the original problem (1) . Let Π s n be the set of all signed permutation matrices in ℜ n×n . For any given vector u ∈ ℜ n , denote by
the set of signed permutation matrices associated with u. Let B ∈ ℜ n×n be the matrix defined by
for all x ∈ ℜ n and define the monotone nonnegative cone as
Given λ ∈ C and τ > 0, define
The following proposition states that the original projection problem (1) can be reformulated in a more explicit form via involving the monotone nonnegative cone C.
Note that Proposition 2 can be proved via simple reduction techniques. In fact, although presented in different ways, it has been proved in [44, 9] . For the compactness of the current paper, we provide a simple proof for this proposition in the Appendix.
Proposition 2 implies that we can, without loss of generality, assume in problem (3) that b ∈ C. As one can observe later, our algorithm and analysis in fact works for problem (3) with a general vector b ∈ ℜ n . In order to design efficient algorithms for solving problem (3), we first study its constraints system, i.e., λ, x = τ, x ∈ C.
A simple observation shows that the Slater's condition holds, i.e., there existsx ∈ int(C) such that λ,x = τ . For example, one can setx i = τ / λ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. The following nondegeneracy condition associated with (4) stems from the seminar works of Robinson [31, 32, 33] and has been extensively studied for semidefinite programming problems [37, 7] . It can be regarded as a generalization of the classic linear independent constraint qualification (LICQ) [31, 35] .
Definition 4. We say that a feasible solutionx to system (4) is constraint nondegenerate if
where T C (x) denotes the tangent cone of C at pointx and linT C (x) represents the lineality space of T C (x).
Proposition 3. It holds that any feasible solution to problem (3) is constraint nondegenerate in the sense of Definition 4.
Proof. For any feasible solutionx to (3), it holds that
where I(x) is the set of active indices given as
where B I(x) is the submatrix obtained by extracting rows of B with indices in I(x). We only consider the nontrivial case where I(x) = ∅. Sincex = 0, we know that
Next, we show that matrix
is of full row rank. Suppose, on the contrary, that there
, the smallest index which is not in I(x). Letẽ ∈ ℜ n , be the vector whose first i 0 entries are all ones with the rest entries being zeros. Then, we have
where the last equality follows from the fact that ẽ, B T i,: = 0 for all i ∈ [n]. Hence, we arrive at a contradiction. Now, the above full row rankness implies that, for any u ∈ ℜ, there exists d ∈ ℜ n such that
The proof is thus completed.
Remark 1. As can be observed from the proof of Proposition 3, the nondengeracy condition (5) is in fact equivalent to the classic linear independent constraint qualification associated with the following system λ, x = τ, Bx ≥ 0.
A dual semismooth Newton method for (3)
We note that problem (3) concerns about computing the Euclidean projector onto the intersection of an affine subspace and a closed convex cone. Various algorithms, including the dual quasi-Newton method [22] , the dual semismooth Newton method [29] and the alternating projections method with Dykstras correction [11, 15] , have been proposed for computing the projector. Extensive numerical comparisons in [29] show that the dual semismooth Newton approach outperforms others significantly. Hence, in this subsection, we focus on designing a semismooth Newton method for solving the dual of (3) and study its convergence properties. The dual of problem (3) in the minimization form can be written as follows:
Since the Slater's condition associated with problem (3) is satisfied, we know that φ is coercive, i.e., φ(y) → +∞ as |y| → +∞ [34] . Hence, we know that the solution set Ω D ⊆ ℜ n of the dual problem (6) 
Therefore, the optimal solution set Ω D of problem (6) is exactly the solution set of the following univariate nonlinear nonsmooth equation
Let y * ∈ Ω D be an solution to (8) , i.e, an optimal solution to problem (6) . Then, we know from the optimality condition that Π C (y * λ + b) is the unique optimal solution to problem (3). Since C is a polyhedral convex set, by [12, Proposition 4.1.4], we know that φ ′ is in fact a Lipschitz continuous piecewise affine function on ℜ. Hence, φ ′ is semismooth on ℜ with respect to the classic Clarke generalized Jacobian ∂φ ′ and a semismooth Newton method can be used for efficiently solving the above equation.
Computations of Π C and its generalized Jacobian
In order to use the semismooth Newton method to solve (8), we first need to compute Π C efficiently. For any d ∈ ℜ n , recall from the definition of C that
Due to the special structure of B, problem (9) has been extensively studied in the optimization and statistical literature. Indeed, problem (9) is closely related to the so-called isotonic regression problem and can be solved by the famous pool adjacent violators algorithm (PAVA) [16, 2, 3] . In this paper, we use a highly efficient implementation of the PAVA provided in [5] . Next, we shall study the first order variational properties of Π C , i.e., obtaining certain generalized Jacobian associated with Π C which will be used in the semismooth Newton method. As the Euclidean projector over a polyhedral convex set, the first order variation properties of Π C have been intensively studied in [14, 26, 27, 13, 18] . It is noted in the above references that the computation of generalized Jacobian associated with a Euclidean projector over a general polyhedral can be numerically detrimental. In [13] , a more tractable replacement of the generalized Jacobian was proposed and was termed as HS-Jacobian in [18] where the authors also derived an explicit formula and efficient approaches for constructing a special HS-Jacobian. Since then, the concept of HS-Jacobian has been widely used in the algorithmic design for solving many high-dimensional machine learning problems, for example, the fused lasso problems [19] , the SLOPE models [21] and the clustered lasso problems [20] . The following definition of the HS-Jacobian associated with Π C is based on the study conducted in [13, 18] . Consider the set-valued mapping H :
where
is the optimal solution to the dual of the projection problem; Supp(z(d)) denotes the support of z(d), which is the set of indices i such that z(d) i = 0, and
is the set of active indices at Π C (d); B Γ is the submatrix obtained by extracting the rows of B with indices in Γ with the convention that
For any given nonempty index set Γ ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, it is not difficult to observe that B Γ is of full row rank and B Γ B T Γ is invertible. Hence, the set-valued mapping mapping H is well-defined over ℜ n . Here, we term H(d) as the HS-Jacobian associated with Π C at point d. Meanwhile, the mapping H has the following desirable property.
When
In fact,
Proof. The first part of the lemma ( (11) and (12) Given d ∈ ℜ n , although the formula of the HS-Jacobian H ∈ H(d) defined in (10) seems complicated, we show in the following discussion that H in fact enjoys a very simple yet elegant representation which is largely inherited from the special structure of B. The discussions below are based on [19, Proposition 6] and [21, Section 3.4] . For any given nonempty index set Γ ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, define the diagonal matrix Σ Γ ∈ ℜ n×n by
We note that Σ Γ can be partition into N blocks so that the diagonal elements of these submatrices are all identity matrices or zero matrices and any two consecutive blocks are different in their types:
where Λ j ∈ {O n i , I n i }, and
, the orthogonal projection onto the null space of B Γ . Then, by some direct calculations, we see that H is a nonnegative block diagonal matrix, i.e.,
if i / ∈ J and i = 1,
with J := {j ∈ {1, · · · , N } | Λ j = I n j } and the convention I 0 = ∅. In fact, we can further decompose H as the sum of a diagonal matrix and a low rank matrix, i.e.,
and U ∈ ℜ n×N with its (k, j) th entry given by
Lemma 2. For any d ∈ ℜ n satisfying Π C (d) = 0, it holds that
Proof. Since Π C (d) = 0, we know that I(Π C (d)) = {1, . . . , n}. Hence, it holds that Γ = {1, . . . , n} for all Γ ∈ K(d). If Γ = ∅, we have that H = I and H 11 = 1. If Γ = ∅, we know that N > 1 with N being the number of blocks in (13) . The desired result then follows directly from (14) .
A semismooth Newton method for (8) and its convergence
From Lemma 1, we obtain the B-subdifferential of Π C . However, it is still a nontrivial task for computing the B-subdifferential or the Clake generalized Jacobian of φ ′ defined in (7) . Here, we propose to circumvent this difficulty by designing a set-valued mapping which can be regarded as an alternative surrogate of ∂φ ′ . Given a nonzero vector λ ∈ C and b ∈ ℜ n , define the set-valued mapping M : ℜ ⇒ ℜ by
where H is the set-valued mapping defined in (10) . We show in the next proposition that the Lipschitz continuous piecewise affine function φ ′ is γ-order semismooth on ℜ with respect to M for any given γ > 0 in the sense of Definition 3 and M is a legitimate replacement of the Clarke generalized Jacobian of φ ′ . 
Therefore, ∂ B φ ′ (y) ⊆ M(y).
Proof. By Lemma 1, we know that M is a nonempty and compact valued and upper-semicontinuous set-valued mapping. From the definitions of H and M in (10) and (15), it is easy to see that M ≥ 0 for all M ∈ M(y). Meanwhile, for any given y ∈ ℜ, from Lemma 1, we know that there exists a neighborhood W of y such that for all y ′ ∈ W ,
Hence, we know from (15) that M(y ′ ) ⊆ M(y) for all y ′ ∈ W . Let y ′ be a fixed but arbitrary vector in W . Then, for any M ∈ M(y ′ ), there exists P ∈ H(y ′ λ + b) such that M = λ T P λ and
where the second equation follows from (17) . Since y ′ is chosen arbitrarily from W , we know that (16) holds. Then, (16) , together with the definition of the B-subdifferential of φ ′ at y, further implies that ∂ B φ ′ (y) ⊆ M(y).
Next, given y ∈ ℜ, we show how to construct an element in M(y). Let the index set Γ = I(Π C (yλ + b)), i.e., the set of active indices at Π C (yλ + b). Then,
In the following proposition, we show that all the elements in M(y) are positive for all y such that Π C (yλ + b) = 0. Proposition 5 will be critical for the algorithmic design and for establishing the convergence properties of the algorithm. where the set-valued mapping M is defined in (15) .
Proof. We first show that S = ∅. Since λ ∈ C is nonzero, it holds that λ 11 > 0. Hence, there existŝ y > 0 large enough such thatŷλ 1 + b 1 > 0. Consider a vector α ∈ ℜ n with α 1 =ŷλ 1 + b 1 and α i = 0 for all i = 2, . . . , n. Clearly, α ∈ C. Observe that
Hence,ŷ ∈ S, i.e., S is nonempty. For any y ∈ S, since Π C (yλ + b) = 0, we know that I(Π C (yλ + b)) = {1, . . . , n}. By Lemma 2, we have that H 11 > 0 for all H ∈ H(yλ + b). Therefore, simple calculations show that
The desired conclusion then follows from the definition of M in (15) .
Corollary 1. For any given nonzero vector λ ∈ C, b ∈ ℜ n and τ > 0, problem (6) has a unique optimal solution, denoted y * , i.e., the optimal solution set Ω D is a singleton. Moreover, M > 0 for all M ∈ M(y * ).
Proof. We note that Ω D is exactly the solution set of the univariate piecewise affine equation (8) .
Since τ > 0, Π C (yλ + b) = 0 for any y ∈ Ω D . Meanwhile, from Proposition 4, we have that ∂φ ′ (y) = conv∂ B φ ′ (y) ⊆ conv(M(y)). By Proposition 5, we know that for any y ∈ Ω D , all the elements in ∂φ ′ (y) are positive. Thus, the Clarke inverse function theorem [12, Proposition 7.1.19] implies that Ω D is a singleton.
With all the above preparations, we are ready to present a semismooth Newton method for solving (8) .
Algorithm Ssn: A semismooth Newton algorithm for solving (8) Set µ ∈ (0, 1/2) and δ ∈ (0, 1) and choose y 0 ∈ ℜ. Iterate the following steps for j = 0, 1, . . . .
Step 1. Compute Π C (y j λ + b) and set
is constructed as in (18).
Step 2. (Line search) Set α j = δ m j , where m j is the first nonnegative integer m for which
Step 3. Set y j+1 = y j + α j d j .
Theorem 1. Let {y j } be the infinite sequence generated by Algorithm Ssn. Then {y j } converges to the unique optimal solution y * of problem (6) . Moreover, it holds that for all j sufficiently large, y j+1 = y j + d j with d j = −φ ′ (y j )/M j and |y j+1 − y * | = O(|y j − y * | 2 ).
Proof. By Proposition 5, we know that d j is always well-defined and a descent direction. Thus, Algorithm Ssn is well-defined. Since φ is a coercive function, the sequence {y j } is bounded. Then, the standard convergence analysis [4, Proposition 1.2.1] implies that any cluster point of {y j } is a stationary point of problem (6) , and hence an optimal solution since φ is convex. Corollary 1 further implies that y j converges to the unique optimal solution y * to (6) . Since every element in M(y * ) is positive and M is upper-semicontinuous, from [12, Lemma 7.5.2], Proposition 5 and Corollary 1, we have that for all j sufficiently large, {M −1 j } is uniformly bounded and d j = −φ ′ (y j )/M j . Since φ ′ is strongly semismooth with respect to M, similar to the proof for [41, Theorem 3.5] , it can be shown that for all j sufficiently large,
and for some constantδ > 0, −φ ′ (y j )d j ≥δ|d j | 2 . Based on (19) , Proposition 1 and [12, Proposition 8.3.18], we know that for µ ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists an integer j 0 such that for all j ≥ j 0 ,
i.e., y j+1 = y j + d j for all j ≥ j 0 . This, together with (19) , completes the proof.
The above theorem asserts the local fast convergence of Algorithm Ssn. A careful analysis further shows that Algorithm Ssn proposes a finite termination property, i.e., if an iterate y j is sufficiently close to the optimal solution y * , Algorithm Ssn finds y * in one step. Theorem 2. Let {y j } be the infinite sequence generated by Algorithm Ssn. Then, there exists a positive integer j 0 such that y j = y * , ∀ j > j 0 .
Proof. By Theorem 1 and Proposition 4, we know that there exists a positive integer j 0 such that for all j ≥ j 0 , all elements in M(y j ) are positive, d j = −φ ′ (y j )/M j and
Then, it holds that for all j ≥ j 0
We thus complete the proof.
Generalized Jacobian of Π ∆ τ
Besides the fast computation of Π ∆τ , another important task is to obtain certain generalized Jacobian associated with this projector. As is demonstrated in [19, 18, 21, 20, 42] , this concept will be critical to the design of efficient nonsmooth second order algorithms for solving general OWL1 constrained optimization problems. Similar as what we have done for the projector Π C , a first thought would be trying to derive the HS-Jacobian of Π ∆τ . However, as far as we know, there is no explicit polyhedral representation for the OWL1 norm constraint {x ∈ ℜ n | κ λ (x) ≤ τ } in the literature, which we believe is a nontrivial task. In this section, we propose to overcome this difficulty by exploiting the composition structure of Π ∆τ in Proposition 2 and investigating the HS-Jacobian of the solution mapping x λ associated with the reformulated problem (3) in which the polyhedral constraint enjoys a simple representation. We first study the HS-Jacobian of x λ . Similar as in Subsection 3.2.1, the HS-Jacobian of x λ defined in (3) at any given point w ∈ ℜ n can be written as follows:
where K(w) := {Γ ⊆ {1, . . . , n} | Supp(y(w)) ⊆ Γ ⊆ I(x λ (w))} and y(w) is the unique solution to the dual of (3). We remark here that the nonsingularity of the matrix λ T B Γ [λ T B T Γ ] follows from Proposition 3 and Remark 1; given w ∈ ℜ n , the uniqueness of the dual optimal solution y(w) stems from Corollary 1. Hence, the set-valued mapping V is well-defined. Similarly, the set-valued mapping V enjoys similar properties as K in Lemma 1. In particular, it is not difficult to show that V(w) ≡ ∂ B x λ (w) for all w ∈ ℜ n . Now, we are ready to define the following set-valued mapping associated with Π ∆τ :
We show in the next proposition that S can be regarded as a computation tractable alternative of the Clarke generalized Jacobian of Π ∆τ and Π ∆τ is γ-order semismooth with respect to S for any given γ > 0. Proposition 6. Let λ = 0 ∈ C. Then, S, defined in (20) , is a nonempty and compact valued and upper-semicontinuous set-valued mapping, and for any given vector b ∈ ℜ n , every S ∈ S(b) is symmetric positive semidefinite. Moreover, there exists a neighborhood W of b such that for all
Proof. By using the same arguments in [21, Theorem 1] and noting the properties of V, we can easily obtain the desired results.
Given any b ∈ ℜ n , one can observe that to obtain an element in S(b), an important step is to obtain a matrix V ∈ V(P b) with some P ∈ Π s (b). We show in the following lemma how this matrix can be efficiently constructed.
Lemma 3. Let Γ ⊆ {1, . . . , n} be a given index set and α ∈ ℜ n be a given nonzero vector. Suppose that α ∈ Range(B). It then holds that
where H = I n − B T Γ B Γ B T Γ −1 B Γ and α 1 ∈ ℜ n denotes the orthogonal projection of α onto the null
Proof. Since α ∈ Rang(B), α 1 , the orthogonal projection of α onto Null(B Γ ), is not a zero vector. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that
Hence, by [18, Lemma 1], we know that
Then, (21) follows directly.
Lemma 3 asserts that an element in V(P b) can be easily obtained by performing an additional rank one update to the corresponding matrix H. We further note from the discussions in Subsection 3.2.1 that the matrix H can be decomposed as the summation of a diagonal matrix and a low rank matrix. Hence, the elements in V(P b) can be constructed in low computational costs and so are the elements in S(b) as the corresponding matrix P is nothing but a signed permutation matrix.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we shall evaluate our algorithm for solving problem (1), i.e., the projection onto the OWL1 norm ball. We compare our algorithm with the two best-known methods, i.e., the root-finding scheme in [44] and the Davis' approach in [9] which consists of repeated partial sorting and averaging steps. While the explanations of Davis' approach may require some new definitions and technical jargons, the root-finding scheme can be easily explained. One will see later that this approach is in fact closely related to our method.
We briefly review the root-finding scheme in [44] for solving problem (1) . Define the optimal solution mapping β as β(µ) := argmin
and the function ϕ : ℜ + → ℜ as ϕ(µ) = κ λ (x(µ)). Then, the root-finding algorithm aims at solving the following univariate nonlinear equation
where κ • λ is the dual norm, or equivalently the polar function, of κ λ , defined as:
From [44] , we know that there exists a unique solution µ * to equation (22) on the interval [0, κ • λ (b)] and β(µ * ) = Π ∆τ (b), i.e., β(µ * ) solves problem (1) . In [44] , equation (22) is solved via the Dekker-Brent method [10, 6] and the evaluation of β(µ) for any given µ relies again on the PAVA. From the discussions in [44] and Proposition 2, we know under certain assumption that equations (22) and (8) are in fact optimality conditions associated with equivalent optimization problems. In particular, one may view equation (22) as a reparameterization of equation (8) . Hence, the comparisons presented in this section between our method and the root-finding approach can also be regarded as the comparisons between using the semismooth newton method and the DekkerBrent method for solving the univariate equation (8) .
We implemented our Algorithm Ssn and the root-finding approach [44] in Matlab. A highly efficient implementation of the PAVA 2 provided in [5] is used to compute Π C (d) for given d ∈ ℜ n in Ssn and to compute β(µ) for given µ ≥ 0 in the root-finding approach. As recommended in [44] , the highly optimized implementation of the Dekker-Brent method -the Matlab built-in function fzero with default parameter values is used for computing the solution to (22) . Meanwhile, for the Davis' approach, we use the author's Matlab mex rapper of his C++ implementation 3 . We also note in order to compute Π ∆τ (b) for given λ ∈ C and b ∈ ℜ n , all three tested algorithms employ the preprocessing step on b to obtain the sorted and nonnegative input |b| ↓ and also the postprocessing step to recover Π ∆τ (b). See Proposition 2 in the current paper, [44, Fig. 5 .] and [9, Algorithm 1]. All our computational results are obtained by running Matlab (version 9.5) on a desktop (4-core, Intel Core i7-9700K at 3.60GHz, 16 G RAM).
For our Algorithm Ssn, we measure the accuracy of an obtained approximate solutionỹ for problem (6) with given data λ, b ∈ C and τ > 0 by using the relative residual of the optimality equation (7) as follows:
For a given tolerance ǫ > 0, we will stop Algorithm Ssn when η < ǫ. For all the tests in this section, we set ǫ = 10 −12 to demonstrate the finite termination property of Algorithm Ssn. In our numerical experiments, it is observed that all three algorithms output almost the same approximate optimal objective value, i.e., the relative difference of these values between any two algorithms is around 10 −13 to 10 −16 . Hence, we believe all the algorithms find the "optimal" solution and compare only the wall-clock time of each methods. We test the algorithms with simulated data. In this case, the vector b ∈ ℜ n is set to be a random vector whose entries are i.i.d. random Gaussian numbers of mean 0 and std. dev. σ with σ ∈ 10 −3 , 1, 10 3 . Meanwhile, the vector λ ∈ C is obtained by sorting the absolute value of a randomly generated vector in ℜ n using the Matlab command: lambda=sort(abs(randn(n,1)),'descend').
To ensure the blank assumption κ λ (b) > τ , we set the parameter
with β choosing from {10 −3 , 10 −2 , 10 −1 , 0.5, 0.8}. In our tests, we vary n from 10 6 to 10 8 , i.e., we test algorithms with large-scale problems.
In Table 1 , we present our numerical results. The reported results are averaged over 10 2 (for n = 10 6 and n = 10 7 ) and 10 (for n = 10 8 ) random realizations. In the table, the first two columns give parameter β and problem dimension n. The number of averaged iterations "iter." and the relative KKT residual η of Algorithm Ssn, and computation times (in seconds) are listed in the last fifteen columns. In all cases, the best time is in bold. As one can observe, for all the experiments, Algorithm Ssn performs best among all three tested algorithms. We note that for almost all the test instances, Algorithm Ssn only needs 3 to 4 iterations to obtain highly accurate solutions with the relative optimality residual η ranging from 10 −14 to 10 −16 . These results clearly demonstrate the nice convergence properties, e.g., the quadratic convergence and the finite termination properties, of Algorithm Ssn. Careful comparisons show that our Algorithm Ssn can be 2 times faster than the root-finding approach and 70 times faster than Davis' approach. Moreover, these results also emphasize that the computational time of our algorithm scales linearly with respect to n.
Overall, one can safely conclude that our algorithm Ssn is robust and highly efficient for solving projection problems over the OWL1 norm ball. We also note the good performance of the rootfinding approach. A possible guess is that the root-finding approach may also enjoy the fast local convergence and the finite termination properties which will be left as a further research topic. Table 1 : The performance of Ssn, root-finding approach, and Davis' approach on the projection problem (1). In the table, n is the dimension of b; σ is the std. dev. of entries of b; β is the parameters associated with τ ; "a" stands for Ssn; "b" stands for the root-finding approach; "c" stands for Davis' approach. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced an finitely terminated yet efficient semismooth Newton method to compute the projector over the OWL1 norm ball. Numerical experiments demonstrate the efficiency of the algorithm. We also conducted a thorough first order variational analysis on the projector Π ∆τ . In particular, the generalized Jacobian associated with Π ∆τ is given and its critical sparse plus low rank structure is uncovered. We believe that these results are critical for designing efficient and robust algorithms for solving large-scale general OWL1 norm constraint problems which will be considered in our future work.
Appendix
To start the proof for Proposition (2), we need the following two reduction lemmas. x
for all P ∈ Π s (b).
Proof. Recall the definition of Π s (b) in (2), we know that P b = |b| ↓ for any P ∈ Π s (b). Hence, κ λ (P Π ∆τ (b)) = |Π ∆τ (b)| ↓ , λ = κ λ (Π ∆τ (b)) ≤ τ , i.e., P Π ∆τ (b) is a feasible solution to problem (23) . For any P ∈ Π s (b) and y ∈ ℜ n satisfying κ λ (y) ≤ τ , we have that
i.e., P Π ∆τ (b) is a optimal solution to problem (23) for all P ∈ Π s (b).
Lemma 5. Suppose that κ λ (b) > τ . Then, it holds that Π ∆τ (b) = x λ (b) for all b ∈ C.
Proof. Given any b ∈ C, we first show that (Π ∆τ (b)) i ≥ 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Suppose otherwise that there exists i 0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that (Π ∆τ (b)) i 0 < 0. Let u ∈ ℜ n be the vector such that u i 0 = −(Π ∆τ (b)) i 0 and u i = (Π ∆τ (b)) i for all i = i 0 . Then, it holds that u = Π ∆τ (b) and κ λ (Π ∆τ (b)) = κ λ (u). Meanwhile, we have that
which contradicts to the fact that Π ∆τ (b) is the unique optimizer of problem (1). Thus, (Π ∆τ (b)) i ≥ 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Next, we show that for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, it holds that (Π ∆τ (b)) i ≥ (Π ∆τ (b)) j . Suppose otherwise that there exists 1 ≤ i 0 < j 0 ≤ n such that (Π ∆τ (b)) i 0 < (Π ∆τ (b)) j 0 . Then, we can construct a new vector u ∈ ℜ n by switching the i 0 and j 0 entries of Π ∆τ (b), i.e., u i 0 = (Π ∆τ (b)) j 0 , u j 0 = (Π ∆τ (b)) i 0 and u i = (Π ∆τ (b)) i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} /{i 0 , j 0 }. Then, u = Π ∆τ (b) and κ λ (u) = κ λ (Π ∆τ (b)) ≤ τ . Similarly, one can show by some simple calculations that
We again arrive at a contradiction. Hence, we have Π ∆τ (b) ∈ C. Since Π ∆τ (b) ∈ C and κ(b) > τ , we know that λ, Π ∆τ (b) = κ λ (Π ∆τ (b)) = τ , i.e., Π ∆τ (b) is a feasible solution to problem (3). Hence,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that x λ (b) is a feasible solution to problem (1) . Hence, the uniqueness of the optimal solution of problem (3) implies that Π ∆τ (b) = x λ (b).
Proof of Proposition 2:
For any b ∈ ℜ n satisfying κ λ (b) > τ and P ∈ Π s (b), we know from Lemmas 4 and 5 that P Π ∆τ (b) = Π ∆τ (P b) = x λ (P b).
Since P is a signed permutation matrix, we further have Π ∆τ (b) = P T x λ (P b).
